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Skulls, Scat and Tracks
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Pictoral Key (for Ontario)



Bobcat vs Lynx Skull

Foramen magnum



Muscle Attachment



Muscle Attachment





Fill in the blanks:



Fill in the blanks:





Dental Formula
I 0/3 , C 0/1, P 3/3, M 3/3



Herbivores
Hares produce similar round, pea-sized droppings. 

Round deer and moose droppings are alike in composition and tend to be deposited in quantity. Piles of cherry-sized pellets 
are easy to identify in moose country. Both animals feed on tree bark and buds in winter, which makes for firm, woody scat. 
Leafier summer food produces looser droppings.

Beavers, too, are strict vegetarians and their scat reflects their bark-heavy diet. But it can be hard to find—the fibrous clumps 
are deposited in water and quickly break down.

Many people don’t realize that porcupines are also tree eaters, living largely on conifer twigs and bark. Their scat is formed into 
elongated woody pellets, which can accumulate in deep, turpentine-scented piles outside their dens.

Carnivores
You may notice small squiggles of dark scat on rocks in the trail—a sign that a weasel or marten has left its mark. These 
stealthy predators are rarely seen, but their feather or fur-flecked droppings attest to their carnivorous lifestyle.

Omnivores
An omnivorous diet results in variable scat. Coyotes and red foxes exercise perhaps the widest menu options—their tubular, 
segmented scat may contain bones, feathers, and fur in winter, with seeds, nuts, berries, grass, leaves, insects, fruit, and eggs 
appearing in summer deposits. The coyote’s droppings are generally larger.

Bears are also expansive in their tastes. They gorge on seasonal foods, like fruits and nuts, and leave large piles of uniform scat
du jour. Near human habitation, birdseed and bits of trash will be found in their droppings.

Scat



Beaver scat is made up entirely of wood chips. The oval pellets are 1 to 1 1/4 inches in length and 
3/4 of an inch in diameter. They would most likely be found in route to or near Beaver chews if 
found at all since Beavers spend the majority of their time in water.

Black Bears are omnivorous, their diet consists of animals, nuts, berries, grasses, insects and 
aquatic life. Evidence of these will show in their scat. Often times bear scat may contain partially 
undigested parts of only one food source. Their droppings are one of the largest being 1 to 2 inches 
in diameter. Scat may also appear as a loose pile with no particular shape when they are feeding 
heavily on berry crops in late summer to early fall.

Bobcat/Lynx scat are very similar and hard to distinguish between the two. Scat is up to 4 inches 
long and 3/4 of an inch in diameter, segmented with blunt ends. Evidence of scratched leaf litter and 
soil with scat in the scratched out area will indicate cat droppings. Scat may or may not be covered 
over with leaves or soil.

Snowshoe Hare scat is vary similar in color shape and size, being about 1/4 to 3/8 of an inch in 
diameter. The scat is somewhat rough textured dark to light brown in color. It may be found in a 
scattered pattern rather than in piles as they defecate one pellet at a time while they continue to 
move. Scat found in piles would point to a feeding spot where the animal remained stationary.

Coyote scat may be up to 4 inches long & 3/4 of an inch in diameter. Their scat may contain 
evidence of hair, bones, fruits & berries. Colors vary from their diet.

Red Fox scat is approximately 2 inches long & 1/2 inch in diameter with pointy ends. It may 
contain hair, bones, insects, berry seeds & undigested fruits. Fox will usually deposit their scat on a 
prominent object such as a rock, stump or log to mark their territory.

Fisher scat resembles that of a Mink but has a larger diameter. Scat is brown to black in color & are 
twisted with tapered ends 3/8 to 5/8 of an inch in diameter & folding over. Fishers are the main 
predators of Porcupines so evidence of quills in their scat will help in identification.

Pine Marten scat is brown to black in color 1 1/2 to 2 inches long & up to 3/8 of an inch in 
diameter. Scat is twisted & tapered resembling that of a mink. Evidence of hair & bone may be 
present. Martens also feed on berry crops unlike Minks and Weasels and seeds may be present in 
their scat.

Gray / Red Squirrel scat is very similar in size, shape and color. Small smooth oval shaped to odd 
shaped pellets, brown to black in color and 1/8 to 1/4 of an inch in size.

Ruffed Grouse scat is brown in color with a whitish end 1 inch in length to 1/4 inch in diameter. 
Droppings may also be found in the form of a small pile when feeding on succulent plants. Their 
diet consists of nuts, berries, green leaves and fruit.  to 3 inches and will have somewhat of a curved 
appearance. Brown in color with a lighter whitish/green color at the end of the dropping. Food 
consists of insects, nuts, berries and grain crops.

https://www.northwoodsguides.com/animal_scat_notes.php

Mink scat is long and twisted resembling a braided rope, black to light in color with tapered ends 
and may fold over itself. Evidence of small bones, fur, feathers and fish may be present. Mink leave 
droppings as signposts on or near rocks, logs and stumps.

Muskrats are omnivores eating plant matter, fish and crustaceans. Scat can be found on prominent 
outcroppings in or near the water, on logs, rocks and beaver structures. Their droppings are 
elongated 3/8 to 5/8 inches long and 1/4 inch in diameter, clustered together in a pile.

Otter scat will at most times be found near waterways. Look near outcroppings of rocks in or near 
the water & partially submerged logs where they consume their prey. Their scat may have no 
significant shape but is easily identified by the presence of fish bones, scales and pieces of aquatic 
shellfish. The color varies greatly from the color of fish and crustaceans they consume.

Porcupines consume bark, twigs and buds of trees. Wood fibers are evident in their scat. Scat may 
be piles of pellets varying in length from 1/2 to 1 inch long or it may be present in a chainlike 
pattern connected by wood fibers. Color varies from season to season depending on diet but is 
usually brown to black.

Raccoon scat can be found in prominent areas such as the crotch of a tree, on or under rock 
outcroppings and fallen trees and stumps. Several raccoons may make use of the same site to 
deposit their droppings. Raccoons are omnivorous eating both plant and animal matter their scat 
may contain evidence of berries, insects, fruits, fish and shellfish. Their droppings are blunt ended 
and up to 3/4 of an inch in diameter.

Skunks are omnivores eating plants, animals and insects. Insects make up the majority of their diet 
and their presence will be found in their droppings, often times their scat will contain only insect 
parts. Small bones, hair and plant matter may also be evident at times. Their scat is blunt ended 3/4 
to 1 inch in diameter.

Weasel scat is brown to black in color and will show evidence of bones & hair. Small rodents are 
the majority of their diet. Scat is twisted, thin and tapered at the ends, 1/8 inch in diameter and 1 to 
1 1/2 inches long.

Whitetail Deer scat is oval in shape, pellet like 1/2 to 5/8 inches in diameter, black in color 
scattered piles. It may also be found clumped together when their summer & fall diet consists of 
high moisture foods such as berries, apples & other succulent plants. Their winter scat is lighter in 
color, consist of mainly woody fibers & is quite hard.

Moose scat may resemble that of a domestic cow in the months that they feed on succulent plants. 
They resemble the pellets of the Whitetail but larger, being 1 to 1 1/2 inches long.

General Descriptions of Northeastern Wildlife Scat



Scat ID

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUurGnK7oM4

Hare

Oblong,round
MOOSE







The Four Basic 
Track Patterns



Pace
-Typically wide-bodied, slow moving types:  
Beaver, muskrat, porcupine, bear and raccoon.  
-Animals waddle alongshifting from side to side.  
Legs on one side of body move together, followed 
by the two legs on the other side.



Diagonal
-Includes deer, moose, fox, coyote, bobcat, lynx, 
dog and cat. 
-Animals rear right foot lands on top of, but 
slightly behind where the front right foot was a 
moment ago.
-With cats and foxes, the rear foot lands directly 
on top of the front track (called direct register)
-Front feet have a wider stance for a male, than 
for a female although doesn’t hold true for 
immature.



Bounder
-Includes the short-tail weasel, fisher, mink, otter
and marten.
-Look for 5 toes.
-As they move, the front two feet land first, then 
the rear, just behind the front.  There can be 
some overlapping of prints, with the rear slightly 
wider stance.
-Fishers can switch between walking patterns so 
you’ll need to measure the trail width to be sure.



Galloper
-Includes mice, voles, shrews, chipmunks, 
squirrels and snowshore hare.
-As they move, the front two feet land closely 
tighter, with the rear feet coming around the 
outside and past the front feet. 
-Rear feet are larger than the front.
-If front feet are exactly side by side with a tail 
drag. Voles front feet are slightly offset.
-Larger front feet side by side with no trail drag is 
a squirrel, unless the rear feet are huge.  Then it’s 
a hare.



Trail 
Widths

Pacers: Beaver 15-28cm, muskrat 7-13cm, porcupine 
15-23cm, bear 25-28cm, raccoon 12-15cm

Diagonal Walkers: Bobcat 10-18cm, red fox 10cm, 
coyote 10-18cm, deer 16-20cm, moose 22-50cm

Bounders:  Short-tailed weasel 2.5-6cm, mink 7.5cm, 
marten 10cm, fisher 7.5-18cm, skunk 7-10cm

Gallopers: masked shrew 2.5cm, deer mouse 4-5cm, 
meadow vole, 3-5cm, chipmunk 5cm, red squirrel 
10cm, grey squirrel 12.5cm, hare 15cm.



Mystery Track



https://scoutlife.org/quizzes/6662/
animal-track-identification-quiz/
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Activities and References

Skulls
https://dept.dokkyomed.ac.jp/dep-m/macro/mammal/en/index_eng.html

https://assets.ctfassets.net/e09p19lzfrfe/3fuBzBNBTZojiSraSPJ
315/403c2150fc8712103a3e069e10f9763e/Appendix-C-
Mammal-Skull-ID-Key-and-Activity.pdf

Activities:

https://scoutlife.org/quizzes/6662/animal-track-identification-quiz/

https://dept.dokkyomed.ac.jp/dep-m/macro/mammal/en/index_eng.html


Aging Techniques









Aging Moose








